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Solving nuclear structure problems with the adaptive variational quantum algorithm
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We use the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model and the valence-space nuclear shell model to examine the
likely performance of variational quantum eigensolvers in nuclear-structure theory. The LMG model exhibits
both a phase transition and spontaneous symmetry breaking at the mean-field level in one of the phases,
features that characterize collective dynamics in medium-mass and heavy nuclei. We show that with appropriate
modifications, the ADAPT-VQE algorithm, a particularly flexible and accurate variational approach, is not
troubled by these complications. We treat up to 12 particles and show that the number of quantum operations
needed to approach the ground-state energy scales linearly with the number of qubits. We find similar scaling
when the algorithm is applied to the nuclear shell model with realistic interactions in the sd and p f shells.
Although most of these simulations contain no noise, we use a noise model from real IBM hardware to show
that for the LMG model with four particles, weak noise has no effect on the efficiency of the algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers promise to allow quasiexact solutions
of quantum many-body problems in chemistry and physics
without the exponential scaling that plagues classical methods
[1]. Among the many ways of exploiting quantum computers,
hybrid algorithms known as variational quantum eigensolvers
(VQEs) [2–5] which are based on the variational principle
of quantum mechanics, are under particularly intensive de-
velopment. These algorithms allocate optimization of wave
functions to classical computers, using their quantum coun-
terparts only to realize the parameterized states that the
optimization scheme calls for. The result is fewer quantum
operations (albeit at the expense of more measurements), lead-
ing to the hope that near-term quantum circuits, which are
noisy and will be for some time to come, can implement the
procedures without becoming too inaccurate. VQEs have been
both tested on existing quantum processors and simulated
classically for a number of simple problems in molecu-
lar chemistry [1,6–8]. Despite the potential impact of these
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algorithms in nuclear structure, much less work has been done
in this domain.

Computations in quantum chemistry and nuclear struc-
ture have many similarities, but also important differences.
A common approach in the two fields is the application of
configuration-interaction methods in which model spaces are
constructed from orbitals that can be empty or occupied.
In nuclear physics such methods are generically referred to
as “the shell model,” and range from the diagonalization
of phenomenological nucleon-nucleon interactions in quite
limited valence spaces to ab initio calculations with bare
nucleon-nucleon interactions in many-shell model spaces with
no inert “core.” The use of orbitals in nuclear physics, how-
ever, may obscure the fact that nucleons do not orbit around
any fixed points. The nucleus is self bound, and the nucle-
ons that compose it can move in concert without drastically
changing their total energy. This low-energy collective motion
has many consequences, the most important of which in the
context of VQEs is that mean-field theory, which underlies
configuration-interaction methods, must spontaneously break
symmetries of the Hamiltonian—translational symmetry at
least, and sometimes also rotational symmetry, parity, and
particle-number conservation—to capture the collective cor-
relations corresponding to shape deformation, superfluidity,
etc. Certain symmetries are broken in some nuclei and not
others, so that a quantum phase transition can occur at critical
values of the neutron and/or proton number.
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To assess the performance of VQEs for nuclear physics
problems, we must work with relatively simple models and/or
systems for which nearly exact solutions are easy to obtain.
One such model, which is due to Lipkin, Meshkov, and Glick
(the LMG model) [9] and which we will describe in detail in
the next section, has several virtues. For certain values of its
parameters, it is a simplified version of a closed-shell nucleus
with an isoscalar monopole giant resonance as an excitation.
When the energy of the resonance goes to zero, the model ex-
hibits a transition to a “deformed phase” [10] very much like
that associated with actual physical deformation. The sym-
metry that is broken in the model is “number parity,” which
resembles the spatial parity broken in pear-shaped nuclei.
Finally, the model can be interpreted as involving interacting
spins, which has made it useful for condensed-matter physics
[11–13] and for a benchmark study for quantum chemistry
methods [14]. The second simple case we examine is the shell
model itself, under the restriction that both the number of
orbitals and the number of nucleons occupying those orbitals
are reasonably small.

Two recent papers [15,16] have examined VQEs within the
LMG model. The authors of Ref. [15] focused on a small
number of qubits (up to three) and used an ansatz that enforced
the symmetries of the model, so as to search only the relevant
subspace. Most of the analysis involved running this small
version of the problem on quantum hardware and assessing
the performance of the hardware when combined with er-
ror mitigation techniques. Although the symmetry-enforcing
circuit was efficient in terms of gate count and number of pa-
rameters, it was limited to the (exactly solvable) LMG model.
Finding an efficient state preparation circuit for larger system
sizes is a nontrivial task, and Ref. [15] cited a CNOT scaling
of O(2N ). Reference [16] compared the unitary coupled clus-
ter ansatz and structure-learning ansatz [17] through classical
simulations of the LMG problem for up to four qubits. The
performance of this ansatz declined as the interaction strength
in the Hamiltonian was increased. It therefore remains an
open problem to find a suitable VQE approach for the LMG
model that scales favorably and that can also be generalized to
realistic nuclear-structure problems (beyond solvable models)
with complex physics such as phase transitions.

Studies of the quantum algorithms in the shell model are
fewer. We are aware only of Ref. [18], which analyzed the effi-
ciency of encodings and the performance of a unitary coupled
clusters ansatz in four nuclei, with up to six valence nucleons.

In this paper, we address the challenge of treating the LMG
model efficiently in all its complexity, and also handling the
phenomenological shell model, by employing an algorithm
known as adaptive derivative-assembled problem-tailored
VQE (ADAPT-VQE) [19,20]. The ADAPT-VQE algorithm
grows the ansatz iteratively and according to the Hamiltonian
that is being simulated. As a result, an ansatz tailored to the
problem is created through information obtained by measure-
ments on the quantum computer. We apply ADAPT-VQE to
the LMG model on both sides of the phase transition and then
to the phenomenological nuclear shell model with realistic
effective interactions and relatively small numbers of parti-
cles. We investigate the scaling of circuit depth with particle
number, particularly around the LMG phase transition and

Fermi
surface

FIG. 1. One configuration of the system described by the LMG
model with N = 9. Particles can only move directly up or down, and
each pair of levels (upper and lower) must contain a total of one
particle.

when the mean-field spontaneously breaks a symmetry. This
is crucial to assessing the likely effectiveness of near-term
quantum computers. We find extremely promising scaling in
both cases, even around the phase transition, when we apply
symmetry-projection techniques from nuclear-structure the-
ory. The problem-tailored nature of the ADAPT-VQE ansatz
allows the algorithm to adjust the circuit structure and depth
according to the demands presented by the problem. It also
enables easy implementation of additional subroutines for
various purposes, such as symmetry projection. This makes
ADAPT-VQE particularly well suited to problems involving a
quantum phase transition, including those in nuclear physics.
Our results are not only important for the quantum simula-
tions of nuclear structure, but also serve as the first test of
the ADAPT-VQE algorithm in problems that exhibit complex
phenomena such as phase transitions and symmetry breaking.

The article is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the LMG model and the mean-field and projection techniques
that we use to construct suitable ADAPT-VQE ansatzë. Sec-
tion III summarizes the theory of the shell model, which we
also implement in ADAPT-VQE. Section IV briefly presents
the variational quantum algorithm and describes the modifi-
cations that we use to include projection. Section V presents
results on the performance and scaling of the algorithms, and
Sec. VI offers some conclusions.

II. LIPKIN-MESHKOV-GLICK MODEL

The LMG model [9] describes a system of N particles
moving in two N-fold degenerate shells, separated from one
another by a single-particle energy gap as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The gap mimics a similar gap between nuclear shells, so that
the lowest configuration in the model represents a closed-shell
nucleus.

The LMG Hamiltonian is

H = tJz − V
(
J2

x − J2
y

) = tJz − V

2
(J2

+ + J2
−), (1)

where Jz and J± = Jx ± iJy are generators of an SU (2) al-
gebra obeying the commutation relations [J+, J−] = 2Jz and
[Jz, J±] = ±J±, and are defined in terms of creation and anni-
hilation operators for particles in the ith lower (−) and upper
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(+) levels by the relations

Jz = 1

2

∑
i

(
a†

i,+ai,+ − a†
i,−ai,−

) ≡ 1

2

∑
i

σ i
z ,

J+ =
∑

i

a†
i,+ai,− ≡

∑
i

σ i
+,

J− =
∑

i

a†
i,−ai,+ ≡

∑
i

σ i
−.

(2)

The operator J+ (J−) raises (lowers) a nucleon from the lower
(upper) shell to its counterpart in the upper (lower) shell, and
the operator Jz is the difference between the number of nucle-
ons in the upper and lower shell. The form of the coupling in
H implies that the ith lower and ith upper levels must together
contain a total of one nucleon, as illustrated in Fig. 1. If
we take i to correspond to single-particle angular-momentum
quantum numbers, it also implies that the two-nucleon part
of the Hamiltonian schematically represents the piece that
doesn’t change a nucleon’s angular momentum; it is this piece
that determines the properties of monopole (breathing) reso-
nances. Finally, as we emphasize by defining the σ operators
in Eq. (2), it implies that the entire model can be taken to
simulate N interacting spins, with a nucleon in the ith lower
(upper) level corresponding to a spinor in its down (up) state.
Spins can in turn be mapped in a straightforward way to
qubits.

Because the eigenstates of H are unchanged by the simul-
taneous scaling of t and V in Eq. (1), they really depend
only a single parameter. Fixing the value of the quantity
t + (N − 1)V/2, at 1, we can, without loss of generality in
the eigenvectors, write the LMG Hamiltonian in the form

H = 1 − y

2

∑
i

σ i
z − 2y

N − 1

∑
i< j

(σ i
+σ

j
+ + σ i

−σ
j

−), (3)

where y ≡ (N − 1)V/2. Varying y from 0 to 1 allows us to
sample all possible values for the ratio of the two- and one-
body terms in H .

The standard way to get a reasonable approximation to the
ground state is through mean-field theory — the Hartree-Fock
(HF) approximation in our nucleon-based interpretation. In
the LMG model the HF state always has the form [10,21]

|HF〉 =
∏

i

β
†
i |vac〉

≡
∏

i

[cos(α)a†
i,− + sin(α)a†

i,+] |vac〉 ,
(4)

where |vac〉 is the “bare vacuum,” the state in which all the
levels are unoccupied, and the β

†
i create quasiparticles that are

superpositions of particles in the lower and upper shells. The
value of α is obtained by minimizing the expectation value of
the energy in the Hartree-Fock state. One finds that α vanishes
as long as the strength of the interaction, compared to the size
of the single-particle splitting, is below a critical value, but
becomes nonzero when the strength is above that value, viz.,

cos(2α) =
{

1 y < 1
3

1−y
2y y � 1

3 .
(5)

Thus, a phase transition to nontrivial quasiparticles occurs at
y = 1/3 for any number of particles N .

Instead of transforming the bare vacuum |vac〉 to the HF
state |HF〉 in Eq. (4), one can retain the bare vacuum and rotate
the operators in Eq. (3) around the y axis:

σx −→ cos(2α)σx + sin(2α)σz,

σz −→ cos(2α)σx − sin(2α)σz.
(6)

The equivalence makes it easier to manipulate many-
quasiparticle states.

Because the LMG Hamiltonian moves particles between
the upper an lower shells only in pairs, it conserves “number
parity,” the number of particles modulo 2 in the lower shell.
When y > 1/3, however, the quasiparticle operators are su-
perpositions of creation operators for states in both shells, and
the state |HF〉 breaks number parity spontaneously [10]. The
number-parity operator can be written in the form

� ≡ (−1)N+ = eiπ (N/2+Jz ) = (−1)N/2eiπJz , (7)

and has the eigenvalue +1 (−1) when the system state has an
even (odd) number of particles N+ in the upper shell. Number-
parity symmetry may be restored by projecting out of |HF〉 the
piece with one or the other value for �. The operator P± that
projects onto the space of states with even (+) or odd (−)
parity is

P± = 1
2 (1 ± �). (8)

Like all projectors, these are Hermitian and obey P2
± = P±.

The restoration of symmetry through projection almost
always improves the accuracy of mean-field approximations
in nuclear physics. Within the LMG model, the improvement
can be explored both analytically [10] and, when testing ap-
proximations such as unitary coupled clusters that go beyond
mean-field theory, numerically [14,22]. Symmetry breaking
and restoration has also been investigated in applications to
quantum computing [23–25].

III. NUCLEAR SHELL MODEL

The shell model is a mainstay of nuclear-structure theory
[26–28]. It freezes most of the nucleons in an inactive “core,”
treating only those around the Fermi surface explicitly. The
various many-nucleon product states in this valence space
make up a basis in which one represents a nuclear Hamil-
tonian. The ground and excited states of the nucleus, along
with their energies, are obtained as by direct diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian matrix in this effective valence space. The
shell model, with a Hamiltonian derived from an underly-
ing nucleon-nucleon interaction and then tweaked to fit the
energies of particular states, is able to accurately reproduce
low-lying spectra (and other properties) of many nuclei. Much
like orbital-based models in chemistry, the shell model has a
generic one-plus-two-body Hamiltonian, of the form

H =
∑

i

εia
†
i ai + 1

4

∑
i jkl

v̄i jkl a
†
i a†

j alak, (9)

where now a†
i (ai ) creates (annihilates) a fermion in orbital

i, εi is the single-particle energy of orbital i and the v̄i jkl =
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0d5/2

1s1/2

0d3/2

Core

FIG. 2. One configuration of a system described by the sd-shell
valence space, with N = 6. The orbits are degenerate and the order
shown corresponds to that produced by the single-particle part of the
USDB Hamiltonian.

vi jkl − vi jlk are antisymmetrized two-body matrix elements
of the internucleon potential. For nuclei with mass number A
between 16 and 40, one typically takes as the valence space
the sd-shell, comprising the 0d5/2, 0d3/2, and 1s1/2 orbits,
which amount to a total of 12 single-particle states for both
protons and neutrons (a schematic of this valence space con-
taining six nucleons is shown in Fig. 2). For somewhat heavier
isotopes one often works in the p f -shell, comprising the 0 f7/2,
0 f5/2, 1p3/2, and 1p1/2 orbits and amounting to a total of
20 single-particle states for both protons and neutrons. The
USDB [29] interaction is the standard two-body Hamiltonian
in the sd shell, and the KB3G [30] interaction is often used in
the p f shell. Reference [18] used the sd shell in a test of the
unitary coupled cluster ansatz that focused on gate depth.

IV. THE ADAPT-VQE ALGORITHM

ADAPT-VQE uses an operator pool out of which the trial
state is built and a gradient criterion to determine which oper-
ator is appended at every step. The operators are successively
applied to a reference state (typically the HF state) and all
the parameters are optimized at each step, starting from the
previously optimized values as the initial guess. The authors
of Ref. [19] simulated the use of the method on a quan-
tum computer to calculate bond-dissociation curves for the
molecules LiH, BeH2, and H6. The results were more accurate
and required a lower circuit depth compared to those produced
by other variational ansätze built from the same set of oper-
ators, such as the widely used unitary coupled cluster singles
and doubles (UCCSD) [31]. ADAPT-VQE achieves shallower
circuits at the cost of more measurements; considering the
noisy nature of existing and near-term hardware, this trade-off
is advantageous.

To analyze the performance of ADAPT-VQE in both the
LMG model and the nuclear shell model, we simulate its
operation on a classical computer. The quantum algorithm
starts with a reference state |ref〉 and approaches the ground-
state through the successive application of unitary operators,
constructed by exponentiating simple excitation operators Ai

from a predefined pool,

|n〉 = eiθnAn |n − 1〉 =
n∏

k=1

eiθkAk |ref〉 . (10)

Here, the θ ’s are parameters with values that produce the mini-
mum possible energy, and our convention for the product, as in
Ref. [19], is

∏n
k=1 Ok ≡ On . . .O1 so that order of operators

is reversed from that in the usual convention. All parameters
are optimized after the application of each operator, so that |n〉
is not necessarily related simply to |n − 1〉. The optimization
procedure is based on the fact that the derivative of the energy
at iteration n with respect to a parameter in the ansatz is the
expectation value of the commutator of the corresponding
pool operator with the Hamiltonian [19],

∂E (n)

∂θk
= i 〈n|[H, Ak]|n〉 . (11)

The algorithm selects as An+1 the operator that produces the
largest derivative in Eq. (11); to do so it relies on the quantum
circuit to construct the states in Eq. (10), from which the
derivatives can be constructed by measuring the commutators.
The new values for the n + 1 parameters θk are then obtained
by minimizing of the total energy on a classical computer with
measurements of the energy on the quantum computer guiding
the minimization.

To keep the circuit depth small, we restrict ourselves to a
pool consisting of one- and two-body operators Ai, each of
which acts on particles in at most two pairs of levels. In the
LMG model, the one-body operators acting on the particles in
level pair k are

Sk
+ = σ k

+ + σ k
− = σ k

x ,

Sk
− = −i(σ k

+ − σ k
−) = σ k

y ,

Sk
0 = σ k

z ,

(12)

where we have used the ladder Pauli operators σ± = 1
2 (σx ±

iσy). For the two-body operators, with j < k, the pool is

T jk
+ = σ

j
+σ k

+ + σ
j

−σ k
− = 1

2 (σ j
x σ k

x − σ j
y σ k

y ),

T jk
− = −i(σ j

+σ k
+ − σ

j
−σ k

−) = 1
2 (σ j

x σ k
y + σ j

y σ k
x ),

U jk
+ = σ

j
+σ k

− + σ
j

−σ k
+ = 1

2 (σ j
x σ k

x + σ j
y σ k

y ),

U jk
− = −i(σ j

+σ k
− − σ

j
−σ k

+) = 1
2 (σ j

y σ k
x − σ j

x σ k
y ),

V jk
+ = (σ j

+ + σ
j

−)σ k
z = σ j

x σ k
z ,

V jk
− = −i(σ j

+ − σ
j

−)σ k
z = σ j

y σ k
z ,

V jk
0 = σ j

z σ k
z .

(13)

The pool thus contains 3N one-body operators and 7N (N −
1)/2 two-body operators of each kind, exhausting all the pos-
sible Hermitian combinations of Pauli operators.

The algorithm’s reference state |ref〉, the wave function
at iteration zero, can be chosen freely. We use two different
initial states for the LMG model: the single-configuration un-
correlated state |0〉, in which all particles are in the lower shell
(or all the spins are down in the spin-model interpretation)
and the mean-field Hartree-Fock state state |HF〉, which spon-
taneously breaks number-parity symmetry for y > 1/3. These
two states are the same for y < 1/3 and differ for y > 1/3. We
can also modify the pool operators by building them from the
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HF quasiparticle operators β
†
i and βi in Eq. (4) rather than di-

rectly from the particle and hole operators. The use of the HF
initial state and the HF quasiparticle operator pool together, is
equivalent to using |0〉 and the ordinary particle-hole operator
pool, with a Hamiltonian transformed according to Eq. (6).

In addition to choosing a LMG reference state, we can
choose whether or not to use symmetry projection at various
points in the algorithm, most easily through the “projected
Hamiltonian” P+HP+ (see the Appendix). To differentiate the
combinations of reference states and kinds of projection that
we employ in the LMG model, we use the following naming
scheme for what we call “methods:”

(i) 0 - The reference state is the uncorrelated one, |0〉,
and the operator pool contains the usual one- and two-
particle-hole excitation operators.

(ii) HF - |HF〉 is used as the initial state, together with the
quasiparticle operator pool and no symmetry projec-
tion.

(iii) HF-PAV - Same as HF except that the projected
Hamiltonian P+HP+ is monitored to assess conver-
gence rather than H itself. The acronym PAV, which
stands for “projection after variation,” comes from
nuclear-structure theory.

(iv) HF-VAP - Same as HF-PAV, but the projected Hamil-
tonian is also used to evaluate the gradients in Eq. (11)
and to minimize the cost-function. This procedure
is close to “variation after projection” in nuclear-
structure theory.

ADAPT-VQE is perfectly able to handle the shell-model
Hamiltonians (9) as well. Because the Hamiltonian is more
general than the LMG interaction, the representation of the
system in terms of qubits is more involved. Here, we will use
the Jordan-Wigner mapping [32,33] between the fermionic
and Pauli operators

a†
i =

(
i−1∏
k=0

σ k
z

)
σ i

−,

ai =
(

i−1∏
k=0

σ k
z

)
σ i

+.

(14)

The operator pool contains all possible two-body fermion
operators a†

i a†
j alak , where i < j and l < k are single-particle

labels. Thus, they are of the form

T pq
rs = i(a†

pa†
qaras − a†

r a†
s apaq), (15)

where antisymmetrization has been taken into account ex-
plicitly. Although shell-model Hamiltonians can break sym-
metries, the conserved quantities are more complicated than
number-parity and we will not examine the effects of shell-
model projection here.

V. RESULTS

A. LMG model

For quantum computers to be useful in the near term in
nuclear physics, we need algorithms in which circuit depth
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FIG. 3. Number of iterations required for ADAPT-VQE to come
within 0.1% of the LMG ground-state energy, as a function of the
number of particles N and for several values of the coupling constant
y in the Hamiltonian (3). Each iteration corresponds to the presence
of an additional pool operator in the wave function.

increases mildly with particle number and/or model-space
size. With our algorithm, this depth is related to the number
of pool operators needed to approximate the exact ground
state well. In Fig. 3, we plot the number of such operators
(or, equivalently, the number of parameters) required to ob-
tain the ground-state energy to within 0.1% as a function
of the number of qubits N for several values of y and all
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for a fixed number of particles (N =
10) and as a function of the coupling y.

the algorithm variants outlined in the previous section. For
y < 1/3, in the symmetry-unbroken phase, the methods are all
equivalent. For y > 1/3, the performance of different methods
diverges. First, we can see that until the number of particles is
sufficiently large, method HF is not as good even as method 0,
particularly around the phase transition point y = 1/3 where
the mean-field approach fails. The two symmetry-projecting
methods perform the best, except for small numbers of par-
ticles, where method 0 slightly outperforms method HF-PAV.
Method HF-VAP always gives the best performance. The dif-
ference between HF-VAP and HF-PAV shows that using the
projected Hamiltonian for constructing the ansatz improves
the algorithm significantly. Projection in the computation of
gradients is easy for ADAPT-VQE because of its flexibility;
the cost-function used in the choosing operators can be modi-
fied according to the features of the problem being solved.

Once y and N are large enough, the symmetry-projecting
methods do not perform substantially better than the method
HF. In addition, method 0, which never breaks symmetry,
does considerably worse than those that do at large y. For
such “strongly deformed” systems, the crucial thing is to in-
clude important correlations in the reference state by breaking
number-parity symmetry. Restoring the symmetry afterwards
is less helpful; mean-field theory is all that is needed in this
regime. Adding symmetry projection reduces the difficulties
that mean-field theory encounters around the phase transition
without affecting its performance for large y and large system
size. The combination provides a universal scheme, useful for
the whole range of y and N .

In Fig. 4, one can see irregularities in the curves produced
by methods 0 and HF. These have to do with the criteria
for convergence of the algorithm. The addition of a single
operator to a chain that produces the system’s approximate
state can have almost no effect or, occasionally, a large effect.
If the large effect happens to reduce the energy enough so
that it satisfies the convergence criterion, the iteration ends.
If the effect is not quite large enough, the iteration continues
and may not end until much later, when another significant
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FIG. 5. Error in the ratio of the ADAPT energy to the exact one
for the LMG model as a function of the number of pool operators
in the ADAPT ground state, for N = 6 and y = 0.9. Method HF
features a long plateau before the quick drop.

reduction occurs. Fig. 5 illustrates this phenomenon. If itera-
tions were halted when the error in the ratio of the energy to
the exact one reached a little over 10−2 instead of 10−3, the
HF methods would require only about 15 operators instead
of 50. In reality, of course, we do not know the exact energy
and so have to truncate when the energy appears stable. As
the figure shows, and as Ref. [19] notes, long plateaus can
then cause the algorithm to terminate too soon. Modifying the
convergence criterion could alleviate this problem.

Figure 3(d) and (e) shows, in addition to the overall scaling
already discussed, a nonmonotonic trend for the HF energy
as a function of the number of particles. The peak at N = 8
is due to a convergence plateau; at larger N , such a plateau is
encountered only later, closer to the exact ground-state energy.
We believe that the plateau stems from an inefficient pool or
initial state (because of symmetry violation in this instance)
and that the algorithm therefore needs more parameters to
escape from the plateau (see the results for method HF in
Fig. 5). The reason for the lower-energy plateau at larger N
could be the increased efficiency of mean-field theory there.

One might expect ADAPT to be vulnerable to noise be-
cause it relies on measurements of energy gradients, which
in practice are affected by imperfections in the device and
controls. To address the issue of robustness against noise, we
ran noisy simulations with the built-in noise model in Qiskit
[34], using both real noise data from the IBM quantum device
Vigo, a quantum processor that consists of five transmons
connected in a T-shaped layout, and a custom noise model.
The simulation with real noise data contains gate depolarizing
error, measurement error and shot noise due to finite sample
size. Only gate depolarization and shot noise are included
in our custom model, and we vary the gate-error rate in the
model. To focus on gradient measurement, which is the distin-
guishing feature of ADAPT-VQE, we simulated the standard
VQE part of the calculation noiselessly. The rate of conver-
gence in the energy for the simulation with real noise and
our custom model with weak noise (see Fig. 6 and its caption
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FIG. 6. Effects of noise in a simulation of ADAPT for the LMG
model with N = 4 and y = 0.3, and with the uncorrelated reference
state |0〉. All measurements were simulated with 8000 shots. In (a),
the energy error is plotted as a function of the number of operators
in the ansatz. The “weak gate error” label correspond to the custom
noise model with depolarizing error rates for the single and two-qubit
gates of 10% and 20%; those rates for the “strong gate error” case
are 20% and 40%. The Vigo, weak noise, and noiseless results are
identical. In (b), the averaged deviation of the measured derivatives
from the noiseless values throughout the algorithm is plotted as a
function of the number of operators in the ansatz. The errors increase
with the number of iterations but only to a point, after which they
decrease. The reason for the eventual decrease is that the gradient
itself also eventually decrease. The “strong gate error” results show a
faster increase in gradient error as the circuit grows because the gate
error accumulates faster.

for details) are the same as in the noiseless simulation. This
comparison shows that the algorithm is accurate as long as
the noise level is below a certain threshold, i.e., that ADAPT
ansatz-construction algorithm is robust. Though the effects
of noise should eventually be explored in more detail, these
results are promising for ADAPT-VQE.

B. Nuclear shell model

In this subsection, we apply ADAPT-VQE to valence-
space shell-model Hamiltonians, for isotopes in the sd and
p f shells. We use the USDB and KB3G interactions men-
tioned in Sec. III here (with no mass-dependent modifications)
together with the configuration-interaction code BIGSTICK

[35,36] whose exact results serve as a benchmark. In the sd
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FIG. 7. Number of operators needed to reach the ground-state
energy of the nucleus to within 1%, 2%, and 0.0001% for isotopes of
calcium, neon and oxygen, respectively, as a function of the number
of valence neutrons in the shell.

shell, we consider isotopes of oxygen, which has no valence
protons, and neon, which has two. In the p f shell we ex-
amine isotopes of calcium, which has no valence protons.
Nuclei more complicated than those are a large burden for
simulations. We increase the neutron number until the shell is
half full; further increases reduce the dimension of the Hilbert
space.

Good mean-field theory in the shell model would involve
pair correlations and particle-number-violating (not number-
parity-violating) reference states, and so we limit ourselves to
an analog of method 0, choosing the configuration — a set of
filled and empty orbitals — with the lowest average energy
and choosing randomly when we encounter degeneracy. We
thus violate no symmetries and need no projection. A thor-
ough investigation of mean-field symmetry breaking in this
context will be the focus of future work.

Figure 7 shows how the number of operators needed to
reproduce the ground-state energies in these isotopes scales
with particle number. Though the protons in neon make it
more complicated than oxygen, the trend is clearly linear in
both sd-shell isotopic chains. In calcium, a p f -shell chain, the
sequence of points is not monotonic, for the same reasons as
in the LMG model (see Fig. 3), but the rate of increase overall
is low. Although we have not analyzed noise in this context,
the mild scaling both here and in the LMG model is extremely
promising for ADAPT-VQE.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the question of whether
nuclear-structure physics, which encompasses collective mo-
tion, phase transitions, and complicated correlations, can
potentially benefit from near-term quantum computers. By
examining the scaling of the performance of ADAPT-VQE,
a problem-tailored variational quantum algorithm that dy-
namically creates the ansatz, in both a model-problem with
many features of real nuclei and in realistic valence-space
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shell-model calculations, we conclude that the benefits could
be substantial. We find mild scaling in all cases, including
near a phase transition, if we first allow our reference state
to break symmetries and then restore those symmetries before
measuring energies.

The scaling we have demonstrated here, both away from
the phase transition and near it, combined with a level of
noise robustness in the construction of the variational ansatz,
is encouraging for the future of VQEs in nuclear physics.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF PROJECTED
HAMILTONIAN AND GRADIENT

We write the LMG Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) in the form

H = 1 − y

2

∑
i

σ i
z − y

N − 1

∑
i< j

(
σ i

xσ
j

x − σ i
yσ

j
y

)
. (A1)

The parity projection operator is defined by Eqs. (7) and (8).
Using

eiπJz = ei π
2

∑
j σ

j
z = iN

∏
j

σ j
z , (A2)

we obtain the projected Hamiltonian P+HP+ ≡ HP+,

HP+ = 1 − y

4

∑
i

(
σ i

z +
∏
j �=i

σ j
z

)
− 1

2

y

N − 1

×
∑
i< j

⎛
⎝σ i

xσ
j

x − σ i
yσ

j
y +

∏
k �=i, j

σ k
x σ i

zσ
j

z −
∏

k �=i, j

σ k
y σ i

zσ
j

z

⎞
⎠.

(A3)
We rotate the σ operators in this expression as in Eq. (6) to
apply the VAP and PAV methods.

Method VAP requires minimizing the projected energy,

Eφ = 〈φ|HP+|φ〉
〈φ|P+|φ〉 , (A4)

where |φ〉 is the ansatz for the state |n〉 in Eq. (10). The
supplementary information for Ref. [19] shows that without
the projectors one has

∂Eφ

∂θi
= 2 Re 〈σ H

i |Ti|ψ1,i〉 , (A5)

where

Tk = iAk,

|σO
i 〉 =

i+1∏
j=N

exp(−θkTj )O |φ〉 ,

|ψ1,i〉 =
i∏

j=1

exp(θ jTj ) |0〉 , (A6)

and, as always, the usual product convention is reversed. In
our case, with projectors included, this expression becomes

∂Eφ

∂θi
= 1

| 〈φ|P+|φ〉 |2
(

2 Re 〈σ HP+
i |Ti|ψ1,i〉 〈φ|P+|φ〉

− 2 Re 〈σ P+
i |Ti|ψ1,i〉 〈φ|HP+|φ〉

)
. (A7)
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